
Dear Tom, 

Emmett L. Bennett 
746 W. Main St. #309 
MADISON, WI 53715-1467 
+608 257 2279 ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu 

I write at last, something at least, serious at advantage, and frivolous at risk. I've been 
trying lately to get all the information Jose produces about the little bits that he has joined 
together, so that I can (he already notices their distribution in the Minos pieces) put them in the 
right place when I get the new plan of the archives made up. That involves the machines, and 
they have other things to do, too. And troubles. E.g. right now I've had to pack up my nice 
external monitor, because the blue light is burned out, and every thing is either sickly yellow or 
black. I take it in to a shop on Monday, and maybe get it back in ten days. So I am looking at 
the smaller, but pleasant {because it's all MINE!} screen of my laptop. There was something in 
one of the funny papers about the new substitute for "error", something like "lapsus laptopi". 
Actually, I think that's better than what I read. 

Thanks very much for your program. I (NY) will get there a day or two before, and I 
leave (no, my ticket isn't handy) the middle of the 30th. I will be very sorry not to see you in 
Cincinnati, and it would have been good to hear you there, but I will certainly succeed in 
consoling myself with familiar, though changed, surroundings. My renewed inquiry about your 
estival Hellenic itinerary depended on my now certain participation in another of Loretta's trips, 
but even though I stay in Greece after it for a short time, I'll be gone well before you come. 
[Turkey mostly, Rhodes and a few islands] 

Now, down to brass tracks. I agree that I will not proselytize any more, even though I 
think I've done it tastefully. But I do think my chief point, technical evaluation, has been 
mentioned as a desideratum to two players, and might perhaps come to some fruition {I've a 
feeling my vocabulary tonight is rather fruity??}. At any rate, Louis G, one of the two I was 
worried about, said that some of what I had to say could easily be agreed to, and was sure that 
technical examination was a good thing. The more touch one is Spiro, but at least I've not had a 
complaint from him yet. So with that I can leave Kafkania out of my conversations for a while. 

On the other hand, LG is dead set against JLM, apparently. Fortunately, I did not 
mention him more than to say I was glad to make use of his excellent results. 

But here's the principal point: It all started with photographs, Thebes &c. didn't it. So I 
noticed that Louis was comparing signs, and interested in such and such a sign, and didn't have a 
copy of a photo of a PY example. So I got the photo out and photo-out-copied it to send to 
Louis. Haven't yet heard what he concludes, but I don't mind waiting. And now, with that 
messagE 
You Know, I Like That Better Than Email 
from Jose (I hope he told you how many new PY joins he made - amazing!) he also asked about 
a particular tablet, and would like to see a photo thereof. So, again, I copied off a photocopy and 
sent it by plane-post. Now all the Thebes stuff started where? in }'Ecole Fr. With their photo 
archives. And PASP has lots of photo archives, too, doesn't it. And there must be a good number 
of photos in Cambridge. And way back then, for a while, JPO sent me a batch of prints of a set 
of photos, PY, details of particular signs, mostly ideograms, obviously for an nice article shortly 
after that time. So, there are lots of nice, other fine, photos of PY in l'Ecole. Aside from the 
probable fact that permission was not really asked for, or granted, but simply assumed - it's not 
easy for someone to see them, and they might be of considerable interest, and value, for the rest 
of us. I ought to try, I suppose, just for the fun of it, when I get to Athens to go around and ask 
to see the albums of PY photos. I trust by now they will consider whether I'm acceptable before I 
copy them rather than after. 
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But one day a year ago, or so, Jack Davis, speaking about other Pylian things, not tablets, 
indicated that there was a lot of unauthorized use of Pylian things going on, and was wondering 
how to manage that situation. 

So, what do we tell the people who are interested in PY texts, who go to Athens, and are 
sensibly persuaded that the less the tablets are handled (except by JLM, i.e.) the better, and 
would like to see good photos. Well, do they have access to ASCSA? Bravo, then do they know 
where to see the photos that are there? And are these the 1:1 photos? or the standard contact 
prints? And are they going to be welcomed? And what if they've heard that 1060 and 1061 have 
been joined?! Where will they see that? Or suppose they have heard (I'll tell them if you like) 
where there's a really snazzy close up of the L libra talanta to you? Will I say, sprechen sie 
fran¥aisische? 

So here's my proposition. "in" 
This will require cooperation of Austin (and me, perhaps) and Cincinnati and ASCSA 

and EcFr. Could we get a consortium to request the making of a set (small prints should be quite 
satisfactory) of all ALL Pylos textual archives in the French School, for deposit in the American 
School, where they will be accessible to any non-French, but serious, scholar of LB. With controls 
of copying (photox copying only, of course), perhaps registry? or what, with agreement that 
publication will follow permission (if from EcFr from them, if from ASCSA us/Cinti) and 
accompany acknowledgement. Then we can invite our Spanish, Basque, German, Austrian, 
Greek, &c colleagues to our feast. 

Postposition: "out" ten/fore over to you 

Another subject. Jose sent along a diskette with copies of a batch of drawings of small
numbered PY texts. But I don't dare try yet to print them out, or even look at them, because I 
am not at all sure they compat with my machine. So I'll ask JohnBt to run them off for me. But I 
have printed out some of my Anaktoro and Mouseio (the big pithos) photos, black and white, 
using the treacherous Windows3 - so described because I am sure to make mistakes, and have no 
notion how I got into them or how to get out. I even have, but not yet set up, another printer to 
do them in color. If I get a good one, I'll make sure you have a copy to show you that I'm only a 
decade behind the times. But then, when did PC computing start? I grew up with main frame 
computing, seeing it from 1943, and I was doing it in a small way by 1945, and in a big way by 
the 70's. And the PC from 1984. 



The next morning, I ask myself what I've forgotten, and I don't find the word Roma in 
the text above, so it must go here. Roma. i.e. the place where I've been invited, if I want to go, 
to go to Roma for a 1 day - yup, 1 day - "una tavola rotonda". Now why didn't you get asked? 
Well, it's because you have a solid reputation as a LINEAR B BODY, and an excellent curator 
of documents and bibliography and lively graduate students, and little emmetts, whereas I'm have 
the notoriety of being willing to look at even circular disks, and even LINEAR A. One overlooks 
the fact that my Linear A interest is rather different from most of the rest of the world. And a 
good thing too, for surely I wouldn't be where I am today without Linear A as a whipping boy 
way back in 1950. Anyhow there's a tavola rotonda set up for 26 febbraio 1997 (that's coming up 
awfully fast) sul nostro progetto di trascrizione e interpretazione dei testi in lineare A. Nostra 
significa Carlo Consani e Mario Negri. E ancora, sara principale contradittore {I should have .. ~ 
stopped pretending to write Italian, except that I really wanted to get that word in for its '-"'ft
American resonances} incuding Prof Pugliese Carratelli, Mirjo Salvini, Franco Crevatin {is that 
RIGHT? even if it is correctly copied), Domenico Silvestri, Emilio Peruzzi, Roberto Gusmani. 
This came as an invitation along with a book of small essays along this line, which I've got to 
read (partially) before I agree to go. But also, I will see if I can find out if there are some good 
musics in Roma at that time. 

Okeh, I think I've got it all. And some of the stuff to be included is properly segregated 
in a conspicuous place. 

If you've survived so far, best wishes, and arrivederci in the Big 
apple. 
7 December 1996 
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